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GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
INTRODUCTION



MAIN OBSERVATIONAL FACTS (1) PROMPT EMISSION

§ High variability : ms → 100 ms

§ Short duration: a few ms to a few min

§ Two classes: short & long GRBs

§ Great diversity of lightcurves ; Pulses: 100 ms → 10 s

§ Non-thermal spectrum: peak energy 100 keV → 1 MeV

§ Spectral evolution
§ Spectral diversity: classical GRBs, X-ray rich GRBs, X-ray Flashes, etc.

BA
TS

E



MAIN OBSERVATIONAL FACTS (2) AFTERGLOW

§ Lightcurves: power-law decay, 
breaks, variability
(flares, plateaus)

§ Spectral evolution: X-rays to radio

§ Redshift
§ Mean redshift above 2 for long GRBs
§ Maximum : GRB 090423 at z = 8.2

GRB 090429B at z = 9.3
§ Eiso ~ 1051 to 1054 erg 

(some under-luminous ; some monsters…) 

§ Host galaxy
§ Clear difference between short & long bursts (long GRBs: only star-forming galaxies)
§ Different progenitors

Beppo-SAX/HETE2 era

SWIFT:
BAT → XRT



THEORY

Log( R ) [meters]

§ Cosmological distance: huge radiated energy (Eiso,g ~ 1050-1055 erg)

§ Variability + energetics: violent formation of  a stellar mass BH/magnetar

Progenitors: Long GRBs: collapse of  some massive stars / probable diversity
Short GRBs: NS+NS(/BH  ?)merger



THEORY

Log( R ) [meters]

§ Variability + energetics + gamma-ray spectrum: relativistic ejection



THEORY

Log( R ) [meters]

§ Variability + energetics + gamma-ray spectrum: relativistic ejection

§ Prompt keV-MeV emission: internal origin in the ejecta
(photosphere? Shocks? Reconnection ?) 



THEORY

Log( R ) [meters]

§ Variability + energetics + gamma-ray spectrum: relativistic ejection

§ Prompt keV-MeV emission: internal origin in the ejecta

§ Afterglow: deceleration by ambient medium



PROGENITORS - SN/KN

AND/OR

Supernova

Long GRB (with or w/o SN?)

Continuum of  events?
Low-L GRBs, XRFs, XRRs, etc.

BNS

NSBH

Mass? Metallicity?

Rotation? Binarity?

Or nothing for a large mass ratio… (« just GW »)

OR

OR

Red/Blue kilonova

Red(/Blue?) KN + Jet? (GRB, AG)

Massive stars:
Core-Collapse

Mergers:



AND/OR

BNS

NSBH

Mass? Metallicity?

Rotation? Binarity?

Or nothing for a large mass ratio… (« just GW »)

OR

OR

Massive stars:
Core-Collapse

Mergers:

Best case for GRB-GW associations (already 1 MMA event: 170817 = GW+SGRB+AG+KN)

GRBS & GW/NEUTRINO ASSOCIATIONS



AND/OR

BNS

NSBH

Mass? Metallicity?

Rotation? Binarity?

Or nothing for a large mass ratio… (« just GW »)

OR

OR

Massive stars:
Core-Collapse

Mergers:

Relativistic jet physics: potential HE neutrino emission
- Early propagation (successful/choked jet)
- Internal dissipation (prompt)
- Deceleration (afterglow)

GRBS & GW/NEUTRINO ASSOCIATIONS



GRBS AS NEUTRINO SOURCES
GAMMA-RAY BURSTS IN THE MULTI-MESSENGER ERA



OR

OR

Relativistic jet physics: potential HE neutrino emission
- Early propagation (successful/choked jet)
- Internal dissipation (prompt)
- Deceleration (afterglow)

GRBS: NEUTRINO EMISSION?

Proton acceleration?
- many possible sites
- no direct evidence from

em emission

+ photo-hadronic interactions
.1014-15 eV neutrinos?
.does not require the production of
UHECRs.

(other processes?
neutron decay?
pp collisions in external medium?)



CONSTRAINTS ON PROTON ACCELERATION?

§ Emission from GRBs is usually assumed to be produced by non-thermal electrons.
§ Dissipation mechanism/radiation process still uncertain: electron acceleration

poorly constrained.
§ Requires broad-band spectra including VHE gamma-rays.
§ Specific proton signatures at VHE?

Ž. Bošnjak and F. Daigne: Spectral evolution in GRBs: internal shock predictions

Fig. 16. High-energy emission: spectra. The time-integrated spectrum
(0–15 s) is plotted from the keV to the GeV range for the same cases as
in Fig. 18. Top left panel: reference Cases A and B. Bottom left panel:
Cases A and B with a varying accelerated electron fraction ζ. Top right
panel: Case B with a sharp initial distribution of the Lorentz factor (see
text) and a constant or a varying accelerated electron fraction ζ. Bottom
right panel: Case B with a constant ejected mass flux (see text) and a
constant or a varying accelerated electron fraction ζ.

efficiency of inverse Compton scatterings strongly depends on
ϵB/ϵe. The inverse Compton component is negligible in Case A,
whereas it creates a well defined additional component at high
energy in Case B. This additional component is stronger when
ζ is constant. As shown in Sect. 4.2, the peak energy of the
synchrotron component is decaying faster in this case, so that
Klein-Nishina corrections become more and more negligible in
the pulse decay. On the other hand, the assumption ζ ∝ ϵ∗ main-
tains a higher value of the peak energy during the decay, and then
a less efficient inverse Compton emission. It is interesting to note
that the additional component in the GeV range is very flat in the
νFν spectrum (see Fig. 16 bottom left panel) and would proba-
bly be fitted by a power law with a photon index close to − 2, as
observed in several LAT bursts (Ackermann et al. 2013).

These examples cannot be directly compared to Fermi-LAT
bursts because they radiate ∼ 1052 erg, whereas LAT bursts are
much brighter (Ackermann et al. 2013). In addition, we did not
try to adjust the model parameters to improve the peak energy of
the additional component. In our examples, the additional com-
ponent typically appears above 1− 10 GeV, whereas it is already
detected at lower energy in LAT bursts. The shape of the addi-
tional component and its peak energy are determined in a com-
plex manner by the relative efficiency of the synchrotron and
inverse Compton emission, the slope p of the shock-accelerated
electrons, and the γγ annihilation. This is illustrated in Fig. 17
where the spectrum in Cases A and B is plotted for two dif-
ferent values of p, which directly affects the photon index β of
the high-energy part of the dominant (synchrotron) component.
Increasing p and β allows the emergence of the additional com-
ponent at lower energy to be observed and affects its measured
slope.

Owing to the high peak energies of the inverse Compton
component in our reference cases, the light curves above 1 GeV

Fig. 17. High-energy emission: effect of the electron slope p. The time-
integrated spectrum (0–15 s) is plotted from the keV to the GeV range
for reference Cases A (left panels) and B (right panels), either assum-
ing a constant (top panels) or a varying (bottom panels) fraction ζ of
accelerated electrons, with p = 2.5 (black) or 2.7 (blue).

are mainly governed by the synchrotron radiation and peak ap-
proximatively at the same time as the soft gamma-ray compo-
nent, with only a very short delay (see Fig. 18), unlike the ob-
served delayed onset of the GeV emission (Ackermann et al.
2013). To increase this delay, one should either increase the γγ
annihilation in the early phase by decreasing Γ̄ as illustrated in
Hascoët et al. (2012), or adjust the parameters so that the in-
verse Compton emission peaks at lower energy (see e.g. Asano
& Mészáros 2012), or both. Nevertheless, in Case B with a con-
stant ζ, where the inverse-Compton emission is the most effi-
cient, the additional component starts to be visible in the light
curve during the pulse decay (see Fig. 18, right, top panel). One
also sees a small high-energy precursor that appears because
the shock is initially weak, with a low peak energy and a high
inverse-Compton efficiency (Bošnjak et al. 2009). This precur-
sor, never observed in LAT GRBs, can be suppressed by chang-
ing either the assumptions for the microphysics or the dynamics
(Fig. 18).

6.2. Impact of the assumptions on the dynamics

The assumptions for the dynamics have a strong impact on the
high-energy emission. In the case Ṁ = cst (rather than Ė = cst),
the inverse-Compton emission is more efficient during the pulse
decay (but not during the rise, as in reference Case B). This is
due to a more rapid decrease in the peak energy during the decay
(see Fig. 12) and therefore a more rapid decrease of the Klein
Nishina corrections. This improves the light curves (Fig. 18
bottom panels), which show a more intense tail due to inverse
Compton emission, and a longer delay between the peaks of
the LAT and GBM light curves, however still too small to ex-
plain the observed delayed onset. The additional component in
the spectrum is already detected between 1 GeV and 10 GeV
(Fig. 16).

The case where the initial distribution of the Lorentz factor
has a sharp transition from Γmin to Γmax has the strongest impact.

A45, page 15 of 20

10 GeV100 MeV
Example: predictions for the internal shock model (Bosnjak & Daigne 2014)



RECENT DETECTIONS OF GRB AFTERGLOWS AT VHE, SOME DIVERSITY

§ CTA: rapid reaction (~30 s) – prompt VHE emission?

Article

Extended Data Fig. 7 | Modelling of broadband light curves. Modelling 
results of forward shock emission are compared to observations at different 
frequencies (see key). The model shown with solid and dashed lines is 
optimized to describe the high-energy radiation (teraelectronvolt, 
gigaelectronvolt and X-ray) and has been obtained with the following 
parameters: s = 0, εe = 0.07, εB = 8 × 10−5, p = 2.6, n0 = 0.5 and Ek = 8 × 1053 erg. Solid 
lines show the total flux (synchrotron and SSC) and the dashed line refers to the 

SSC contribution only. Dotted curves correspond to a better modelling of 
observations at lower frequencies, but fail to explain the behaviour of the 
teraelectronvolt light curve; they are obtained with the following model 
parameters: s = 2, εe = 0.6, εB = 10−4, p = 2.4, A. = 0.1 and Ek = 4 × 1053 erg. Vertical 
bars on the data points show the 1σ errors on the flux, and horizontal bars 
represent the duration of the observation.

Nature | Vol 575 | 21 November 2019 | 461

observation of the synchrotron peak at energies higher than kiloelec-
tronvolt. To explain the soft spectrum detected by MAGIC, it is neces-
sary to invoke scattering in the Klein–Nishina regime for the electrons 
radiating at the spectral peak, as well as internal γ–γ absorption31. 
Although both of these effects tend to become less important with 
time, the spectral index in the 0.2–1-TeV band remains constant in time 
(or possibly evolves to softer values; Extended Data Table 1). This 
implies that the SSC peak energy moves to lower energies and crosses 
the MAGIC energy band. The energy at which attenuation by internal 
pair production becomes important indicates that the bulk Lorentz 
factor is about 140–160 at 100 s.

An example of the theoretical modelling in this scenario is shown 
in Fig. 3 (blue solid curve; see Methods for details). The dashed line 
shows the SSC spectrum when internal absorption is neglected. The 
thin solid line shows the model spectrum including EBL attenuation, 
in comparison to the MAGIC observations (empty circles).

We find that acceptable models of the broadband SED can be obtained 
if the conditions at the source are the following. The initial kinetic 
energy of the blast wave is Ek ≳ 3 × 1053 erg (isotropic-equivalent). The 
electrons swept up from the external medium are efficiently injected 
into the acceleration process and carry a fraction εe ≈ 0.05–0.15 of the 
energy dissipated at the shock. The acceleration mechanism produces 
an electron population characterized by a non-thermal energy distri-
bution, described by a power law with index p ≈ 2.4–2.6, an injection 
Lorentz factor of γm = (0.8–2) × 104 and a maximum Lorentz factor of 
γmax ≈ 108 (at about 100 s). The magnetic field behind the shock conveys 
a fraction εB ≈ (0.05–1) × 10−3 of the dissipated energy. At t ≈ 100 s, cor-
responding to a distance from the central engine of R ≈ (8–20) × 1016 cm, 
the density of the external medium is n ≈ 0.5–5 cm−3 and the magnetic 
field strength is B ≈ 0.5–5 G. The latter implies that the magnetic field 
was efficiently amplified from values of a few microgauss, which are 
typical of the unshocked ambient medium, owing to plasma instabilities 
or other mechanisms6. Not surprisingly, we find that εe ≫ εB, which is a 
necessary condition for the efficient production of SSC radiation18,20.

The blast-wave energy inferred from the modelling is comparable 
to the amount of energy released in the form of radiation during the 
prompt phase. The prompt-emission mechanism must then have dis-
sipated and radiated no more than half of the initial jet energy, leaving 
the rest for the afterglow phase. The modelling of the multi-band data 
also allows us to infer how the total energy is shared between the syn-
chrotron and SSC components. The resultant powers of the two compo-
nents are comparable. We estimate that the energy in the synchrotron 
and SSC component are about 1.5 × 1052 erg and around 6.0 × 1051 erg, 
respectively, in the time interval 68–110 s, and about 1.3 × 1052 erg and 
around 5.4 × 1051 erg, respectively, in the time interval 110–180 s. Thus, 
previous studies of GRBs may have been missing a substantial fraction 
of the energy emitted during the afterglow phase that is essential to 
its understanding.

Finally, we note that the values of the afterglow parameters inferred 
from the modelling fall within the range of values typically inferred from 
broadband (radio to gigaelectronvolt) studies of GRB afterglow emis-
sion. This points to the possibility that SSC emission in GRBs may be a 
relatively common process that does not require special conditions to 
be produced, and its power is similar to that of synchrotron radiation.

The SSC component may then be detectable at teraelectronvolt 
energies in other relatively energetic GRBs, as long as the redshift is 
low enough to avoid severe attenuation by the EBL. This also provides 
support to earlier indications for SSC emission at gigaelectronvolt 
energies28–30.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-019-1754-6.
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Fig. 3 | Modelling of the broadband spectra in the time intervals 68–110 s and 
110–180 s. Thick blue curve, modelling of the multi-band data in the 
synchrotron and SSC afterglow scenario. Thin solid lines, synchrotron and SSC 
(observed spectrum) components. Dashed lines, SSC when internal γ–γ 
opacity is neglected. The adopted parameters are: s = 0, εe = 0.07, εB = 8 × 10−5, 
p = 2.6, n0 = 0.5 and Ek = 8 × 1053 erg; see Methods. Empty circles show the 
observed MAGIC spectrum, that is, uncorrected for attenuation caused by the 
EBL. Contour regions and data points are as in Fig. 2.

GRB 190114C (MAGIC)  @ z=0.14 (MAGIC collab. 2019a,b)

GRB 190829A (HESS) @z = 0.0785 (360 Mpc)
(HESS collab. 2021)

Local low-luminosity GRB!



NEUTRINO BACKGROUND: CONSTRAINTS?

§ HE Neutrino background: which contribution from GRBs?
Initial constraint derived by IceCube collab. Max ~1%

§ Several uncertainties should be included when deriving such a constraint:
- emission from a given burst
- intrinsic population (diversity)
- best constrained population = bright long GRBs. 



INTRINSIC POPULATION OF BRIGHT LONG GRBS

§ Pop. model based on BATSE+Fermi/GBM+Swift BAT6 sample (Palmerio & Daigne, 2021)

§ Parameters: luminosity function + comoving rate + spectral parameters.

§ Best fit models: evolution with redshift is needed.

§ Impossible to distinguish between luminosity/rate evolution. 

Red: model without evolution

Blue: model with evolution (here: comoving rate)

Peak Flux (BATSE) Peak Energy (Fermi/GBM) Redshift (Swift eBAT6)

(Palmerio &  Daigne 2021)



INTRINSIC POPULATION OF BRIGHT LONG GRBS

§ LGRB comoving rate (top) 
and LGRB production efficiency 
by massive stars (bottom)

Dark Blue: no L evolution, strong evolution
of  the GRB production efficiency by stars

Light green: strong L evolution ( (1+z)2 )

Other colors: mixed scenarios

(equally good fits to the observed sample)

§ Other populations (e.g. low-L GRBs):
not constrained!

Very uncertain

Dashed line: 
fraction of  SF below Zth

(Langer & Norman 2006)

(Palmerio &  Daigne 2021)



PROSPECTS FOR MMA OBSERVATIONS OF 
BNS MERGERS (GW+KN+SGRB+AG)

GAMMA-RAY BURSTS IN THE MULTI-MESSENGER ERA



170817

§ KN (red/blue) + SGRB + AG (with VLBI)

§ A unique science (post merger physics, jet physics, r process, NS EOS, cosmology: 
H0, fundamental physics, etc.)

§ But a very lucky observation

§ Prospects for more MM associations?



POPULATION MODEL

§ Local universe: uniform rate of  BNS mergers
GW detection: depends on distance + viewing angle

§ KN model calibrated with 170817
Detection: expected weak anisotropy for color/peak magnitude
Diversity: blue component may not be always present

§ AG model calibrated with 170817+distribution of  cosmic SGRBs
Strong anisotropy (relativistic structured jet)

§ SGRB: on-axis = always detectable in the local universe
off-axis : uncertain, probably very weak

§ Simulate a large population
Estimate which events (GW/KN/AG/SGRB) are detectable
(i.e. > threshold for a given instrumental configuration)



DETECTABLE OR DETECTED?

§ GW: large error boxes
(will improve when more instruments will be in the network: O5?) 

§ KN search is very difficult (large error box, many optical transients, host gal., etc.) 
Efficiency of  the search?

§ Afterglow: assuming that the KN is detected, easier search (position known)
Without the KN: extremely difficult.



A&A 651, A83 (2021)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of peak kilonova magnitudes and kilonova detection rate as a function of threshold. Left: distribution of the peak AB magnitude
in the g, r, i, and z bands predicted for kilonovae associated with GW triggers during O4. Right: rate of kilonovae brighter than a given r magnitude
associated with GW detections during O3, O4, and O5, assuming a GW neutron star coalescence detection rate of ⌧BNS,GW = 10 yr�1 for O4
(Abbott et al. 2020b). The bright end of the distribution (r < 19) is well fit by Eq. (6).

Table 2. Percentage fraction of kilonovae associated with GW triggers in the three magnitude intervals m < 18, 18 < m < 20, and m > 20.

AB Mag. range <18 18�20 >20

Band O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5

g 2.5 0.81 <0.1 24 11 1.4 74 88 99
r 4.1 1.3 0.15 39 19 2.3 57 80 98
i 5.6 1.8 0.21 48 25 3.1 46 73 97
z 8.9 2.9 0.33 65 38 4.9 26 59 95

Notes. Figures correspond to observing runs O3, O4, and O5.

where M�,0 is the peak absolute magnitude for a polar viewer
and �M� is the amplitude of the polar e↵ect. The �M�
represents the intrinsic (i.e., non-viewing-angle-related) variabil-
ity in kilonova magnitudes linked to the abovementioned ejecta
properties and, in turn, to the progenitor component masses
and spins. For ✓0 = 60 deg, we find that the linear-in-cos ✓v
form of Eq. (4) reproduces the trends of sophisticated kilonova
modeling work (e.g., Wollaeger et al. 2018; Kawaguchi et al.
2020, and the “asymmetric model” of Villar et al. 2017). We
chose �M� to be uniformly distributed in [�1, 1], reproducing
the expected variability in kilonova magnitude stemming from
variability in ejecta mass, velocity, and opacity (Wollaeger et al.
2018, Eq. (33)). The di↵erence in magnitude between equato-
rial and polar views is moderate in the infrared but increases
rapidly in the visible, already reaching about 4 mag in the r band.
This is mainly due to the stronger anisotropy of the blue compo-
nent. To calibrate this expression, we used AT 2017gfo, assum-
ing ✓v = 15 deg, as mentioned in the introduction. Corresponding
values can be found in Table 1.

Calibrating Eq. (4) with AT 2017gfo supposes that this tran-
sient was representative of the kilonova population. This is the
minimal hypothesis one can make while waiting for the num-
ber of kilonovae with robust angle measurements to increase in
the future. We note that AT 2017gfo could have been brighter
or dimmer than the average of the population our model seeks
to encapsulate. We briefly indicate below how our results might
change if this is indeed the case.

The polar ejecta may not be produced in all mergers, depend-
ing for instance on the post-merger formation of a massive
neutron star before its collapse into a black hole (see, e.g.,
Metzger 2019). As such, we also consider below the possibil-
ity that a fraction of the kilonova population lacks the blue
component, which would a↵ect kilonova brightnesses in the
bluer bands (see a preliminary luminosity function in Ascenzi
et al. 2019 and related discussions in Gompertz et al. 2018 and
Kasliwal et al. 2020).

4. Resulting kilonova population

4.1. Apparent magnitude

From the known distance and viewing angle distributions and
our adopted parametrization for the magnitude (Eq. (4)), we
can readily obtain the distribution of apparent AB magnitudes
for kilonovae associated with GW detections. It is shown in
Fig. 2a for the g, r, i, and z bands for the O4 observing run.
If AT 2017gfo was in fact brighter than the average population,
all the curves will have to be shifted by the corresponding di↵er-
ence, �mag = hmi � m170817. Changing the GW horizon implies
an interplay between the maximum detection distance for the
kilonova and the GW and thus does not result in a simple shift-
ing of the magnitude distribution. However, we found that, to
a good approximation, changing from O4 to O5, the magnitude
distribution is shifted by about 5 Log(DH,O5/DH,O4) = 1.6 mag.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of peak kilonova magnitudes and kilonova detection rate as a function of threshold. Left: distribution of the peak AB magnitude
in the g, r, i, and z bands predicted for kilonovae associated with GW triggers during O4. Right: rate of kilonovae brighter than a given r magnitude
associated with GW detections during O3, O4, and O5, assuming a GW neutron star coalescence detection rate of ⌧BNS,GW = 10 yr�1 for O4
(Abbott et al. 2020b). The bright end of the distribution (r < 19) is well fit by Eq. (6).

Table 2. Percentage fraction of kilonovae associated with GW triggers in the three magnitude intervals m < 18, 18 < m < 20, and m > 20.

AB Mag. range <18 18�20 >20

Band O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5

g 2.5 0.81 <0.1 24 11 1.4 74 88 99
r 4.1 1.3 0.15 39 19 2.3 57 80 98
i 5.6 1.8 0.21 48 25 3.1 46 73 97
z 8.9 2.9 0.33 65 38 4.9 26 59 95

Notes. Figures correspond to observing runs O3, O4, and O5.

where M�,0 is the peak absolute magnitude for a polar viewer
and �M� is the amplitude of the polar e↵ect. The �M�
represents the intrinsic (i.e., non-viewing-angle-related) variabil-
ity in kilonova magnitudes linked to the abovementioned ejecta
properties and, in turn, to the progenitor component masses
and spins. For ✓0 = 60 deg, we find that the linear-in-cos ✓v
form of Eq. (4) reproduces the trends of sophisticated kilonova
modeling work (e.g., Wollaeger et al. 2018; Kawaguchi et al.
2020, and the “asymmetric model” of Villar et al. 2017). We
chose �M� to be uniformly distributed in [�1, 1], reproducing
the expected variability in kilonova magnitude stemming from
variability in ejecta mass, velocity, and opacity (Wollaeger et al.
2018, Eq. (33)). The di↵erence in magnitude between equato-
rial and polar views is moderate in the infrared but increases
rapidly in the visible, already reaching about 4 mag in the r band.
This is mainly due to the stronger anisotropy of the blue compo-
nent. To calibrate this expression, we used AT 2017gfo, assum-
ing ✓v = 15 deg, as mentioned in the introduction. Corresponding
values can be found in Table 1.

Calibrating Eq. (4) with AT 2017gfo supposes that this tran-
sient was representative of the kilonova population. This is the
minimal hypothesis one can make while waiting for the num-
ber of kilonovae with robust angle measurements to increase in
the future. We note that AT 2017gfo could have been brighter
or dimmer than the average of the population our model seeks
to encapsulate. We briefly indicate below how our results might
change if this is indeed the case.

The polar ejecta may not be produced in all mergers, depend-
ing for instance on the post-merger formation of a massive
neutron star before its collapse into a black hole (see, e.g.,
Metzger 2019). As such, we also consider below the possibil-
ity that a fraction of the kilonova population lacks the blue
component, which would a↵ect kilonova brightnesses in the
bluer bands (see a preliminary luminosity function in Ascenzi
et al. 2019 and related discussions in Gompertz et al. 2018 and
Kasliwal et al. 2020).

4. Resulting kilonova population

4.1. Apparent magnitude

From the known distance and viewing angle distributions and
our adopted parametrization for the magnitude (Eq. (4)), we
can readily obtain the distribution of apparent AB magnitudes
for kilonovae associated with GW detections. It is shown in
Fig. 2a for the g, r, i, and z bands for the O4 observing run.
If AT 2017gfo was in fact brighter than the average population,
all the curves will have to be shifted by the corresponding di↵er-
ence, �mag = hmi � m170817. Changing the GW horizon implies
an interplay between the maximum detection distance for the
kilonova and the GW and thus does not result in a simple shift-
ing of the magnitude distribution. However, we found that, to
a good approximation, changing from O4 to O5, the magnitude
distribution is shifted by about 5 Log(DH,O5/DH,O4) = 1.6 mag.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of peak kilonova magnitudes and kilonova detection rate as a function of threshold. Left: distribution of the peak AB magnitude
in the g, r, i, and z bands predicted for kilonovae associated with GW triggers during O4. Right: rate of kilonovae brighter than a given r magnitude
associated with GW detections during O3, O4, and O5, assuming a GW neutron star coalescence detection rate of ⌧BNS,GW = 10 yr�1 for O4
(Abbott et al. 2020b). The bright end of the distribution (r < 19) is well fit by Eq. (6).

Table 2. Percentage fraction of kilonovae associated with GW triggers in the three magnitude intervals m < 18, 18 < m < 20, and m > 20.

AB Mag. range <18 18�20 >20

Band O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5

g 2.5 0.81 <0.1 24 11 1.4 74 88 99
r 4.1 1.3 0.15 39 19 2.3 57 80 98
i 5.6 1.8 0.21 48 25 3.1 46 73 97
z 8.9 2.9 0.33 65 38 4.9 26 59 95

Notes. Figures correspond to observing runs O3, O4, and O5.

where M�,0 is the peak absolute magnitude for a polar viewer
and �M� is the amplitude of the polar e↵ect. The �M�
represents the intrinsic (i.e., non-viewing-angle-related) variabil-
ity in kilonova magnitudes linked to the abovementioned ejecta
properties and, in turn, to the progenitor component masses
and spins. For ✓0 = 60 deg, we find that the linear-in-cos ✓v
form of Eq. (4) reproduces the trends of sophisticated kilonova
modeling work (e.g., Wollaeger et al. 2018; Kawaguchi et al.
2020, and the “asymmetric model” of Villar et al. 2017). We
chose �M� to be uniformly distributed in [�1, 1], reproducing
the expected variability in kilonova magnitude stemming from
variability in ejecta mass, velocity, and opacity (Wollaeger et al.
2018, Eq. (33)). The di↵erence in magnitude between equato-
rial and polar views is moderate in the infrared but increases
rapidly in the visible, already reaching about 4 mag in the r band.
This is mainly due to the stronger anisotropy of the blue compo-
nent. To calibrate this expression, we used AT 2017gfo, assum-
ing ✓v = 15 deg, as mentioned in the introduction. Corresponding
values can be found in Table 1.

Calibrating Eq. (4) with AT 2017gfo supposes that this tran-
sient was representative of the kilonova population. This is the
minimal hypothesis one can make while waiting for the num-
ber of kilonovae with robust angle measurements to increase in
the future. We note that AT 2017gfo could have been brighter
or dimmer than the average of the population our model seeks
to encapsulate. We briefly indicate below how our results might
change if this is indeed the case.

The polar ejecta may not be produced in all mergers, depend-
ing for instance on the post-merger formation of a massive
neutron star before its collapse into a black hole (see, e.g.,
Metzger 2019). As such, we also consider below the possibil-
ity that a fraction of the kilonova population lacks the blue
component, which would a↵ect kilonova brightnesses in the
bluer bands (see a preliminary luminosity function in Ascenzi
et al. 2019 and related discussions in Gompertz et al. 2018 and
Kasliwal et al. 2020).

4. Resulting kilonova population

4.1. Apparent magnitude

From the known distance and viewing angle distributions and
our adopted parametrization for the magnitude (Eq. (4)), we
can readily obtain the distribution of apparent AB magnitudes
for kilonovae associated with GW detections. It is shown in
Fig. 2a for the g, r, i, and z bands for the O4 observing run.
If AT 2017gfo was in fact brighter than the average population,
all the curves will have to be shifted by the corresponding di↵er-
ence, �mag = hmi � m170817. Changing the GW horizon implies
an interplay between the maximum detection distance for the
kilonova and the GW and thus does not result in a simple shift-
ing of the magnitude distribution. However, we found that, to
a good approximation, changing from O4 to O5, the magnitude
distribution is shifted by about 5 Log(DH,O5/DH,O4) = 1.6 mag.
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Deeper search: rlim=20-21
Significant increase of  the rate with improved GW sensitivity

O4: several detectable KN per year
O5: > 10 detectable KN per year

Detectable→ Detected:  strategy? (ZTF+LSST/Vera Rubin+follow-up telescopes…)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of peak kilonova magnitudes and kilonova detection rate as a function of threshold. Left: distribution of the peak AB magnitude
in the g, r, i, and z bands predicted for kilonovae associated with GW triggers during O4. Right: rate of kilonovae brighter than a given r magnitude
associated with GW detections during O3, O4, and O5, assuming a GW neutron star coalescence detection rate of ⌧BNS,GW = 10 yr�1 for O4
(Abbott et al. 2020b). The bright end of the distribution (r < 19) is well fit by Eq. (6).

Table 2. Percentage fraction of kilonovae associated with GW triggers in the three magnitude intervals m < 18, 18 < m < 20, and m > 20.

AB Mag. range <18 18�20 >20

Band O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5

g 2.5 0.81 <0.1 24 11 1.4 74 88 99
r 4.1 1.3 0.15 39 19 2.3 57 80 98
i 5.6 1.8 0.21 48 25 3.1 46 73 97
z 8.9 2.9 0.33 65 38 4.9 26 59 95

Notes. Figures correspond to observing runs O3, O4, and O5.

where M�,0 is the peak absolute magnitude for a polar viewer
and �M� is the amplitude of the polar e↵ect. The �M�
represents the intrinsic (i.e., non-viewing-angle-related) variabil-
ity in kilonova magnitudes linked to the abovementioned ejecta
properties and, in turn, to the progenitor component masses
and spins. For ✓0 = 60 deg, we find that the linear-in-cos ✓v
form of Eq. (4) reproduces the trends of sophisticated kilonova
modeling work (e.g., Wollaeger et al. 2018; Kawaguchi et al.
2020, and the “asymmetric model” of Villar et al. 2017). We
chose �M� to be uniformly distributed in [�1, 1], reproducing
the expected variability in kilonova magnitude stemming from
variability in ejecta mass, velocity, and opacity (Wollaeger et al.
2018, Eq. (33)). The di↵erence in magnitude between equato-
rial and polar views is moderate in the infrared but increases
rapidly in the visible, already reaching about 4 mag in the r band.
This is mainly due to the stronger anisotropy of the blue compo-
nent. To calibrate this expression, we used AT 2017gfo, assum-
ing ✓v = 15 deg, as mentioned in the introduction. Corresponding
values can be found in Table 1.

Calibrating Eq. (4) with AT 2017gfo supposes that this tran-
sient was representative of the kilonova population. This is the
minimal hypothesis one can make while waiting for the num-
ber of kilonovae with robust angle measurements to increase in
the future. We note that AT 2017gfo could have been brighter
or dimmer than the average of the population our model seeks
to encapsulate. We briefly indicate below how our results might
change if this is indeed the case.

The polar ejecta may not be produced in all mergers, depend-
ing for instance on the post-merger formation of a massive
neutron star before its collapse into a black hole (see, e.g.,
Metzger 2019). As such, we also consider below the possibil-
ity that a fraction of the kilonova population lacks the blue
component, which would a↵ect kilonova brightnesses in the
bluer bands (see a preliminary luminosity function in Ascenzi
et al. 2019 and related discussions in Gompertz et al. 2018 and
Kasliwal et al. 2020).

4. Resulting kilonova population

4.1. Apparent magnitude

From the known distance and viewing angle distributions and
our adopted parametrization for the magnitude (Eq. (4)), we
can readily obtain the distribution of apparent AB magnitudes
for kilonovae associated with GW detections. It is shown in
Fig. 2a for the g, r, i, and z bands for the O4 observing run.
If AT 2017gfo was in fact brighter than the average population,
all the curves will have to be shifted by the corresponding di↵er-
ence, �mag = hmi � m170817. Changing the GW horizon implies
an interplay between the maximum detection distance for the
kilonova and the GW and thus does not result in a simple shift-
ing of the magnitude distribution. However, we found that, to
a good approximation, changing from O4 to O5, the magnitude
distribution is shifted by about 5 Log(DH,O5/DH,O4) = 1.6 mag.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of peak kilonova magnitudes and kilonova detection rate as a function of threshold. Left: distribution of the peak AB magnitude
in the g, r, i, and z bands predicted for kilonovae associated with GW triggers during O4. Right: rate of kilonovae brighter than a given r magnitude
associated with GW detections during O3, O4, and O5, assuming a GW neutron star coalescence detection rate of ⌧BNS,GW = 10 yr�1 for O4
(Abbott et al. 2020b). The bright end of the distribution (r < 19) is well fit by Eq. (6).

Table 2. Percentage fraction of kilonovae associated with GW triggers in the three magnitude intervals m < 18, 18 < m < 20, and m > 20.

AB Mag. range <18 18�20 >20

Band O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5 O3 O4 O5

g 2.5 0.81 <0.1 24 11 1.4 74 88 99
r 4.1 1.3 0.15 39 19 2.3 57 80 98
i 5.6 1.8 0.21 48 25 3.1 46 73 97
z 8.9 2.9 0.33 65 38 4.9 26 59 95

Notes. Figures correspond to observing runs O3, O4, and O5.

where M�,0 is the peak absolute magnitude for a polar viewer
and �M� is the amplitude of the polar e↵ect. The �M�
represents the intrinsic (i.e., non-viewing-angle-related) variabil-
ity in kilonova magnitudes linked to the abovementioned ejecta
properties and, in turn, to the progenitor component masses
and spins. For ✓0 = 60 deg, we find that the linear-in-cos ✓v
form of Eq. (4) reproduces the trends of sophisticated kilonova
modeling work (e.g., Wollaeger et al. 2018; Kawaguchi et al.
2020, and the “asymmetric model” of Villar et al. 2017). We
chose �M� to be uniformly distributed in [�1, 1], reproducing
the expected variability in kilonova magnitude stemming from
variability in ejecta mass, velocity, and opacity (Wollaeger et al.
2018, Eq. (33)). The di↵erence in magnitude between equato-
rial and polar views is moderate in the infrared but increases
rapidly in the visible, already reaching about 4 mag in the r band.
This is mainly due to the stronger anisotropy of the blue compo-
nent. To calibrate this expression, we used AT 2017gfo, assum-
ing ✓v = 15 deg, as mentioned in the introduction. Corresponding
values can be found in Table 1.

Calibrating Eq. (4) with AT 2017gfo supposes that this tran-
sient was representative of the kilonova population. This is the
minimal hypothesis one can make while waiting for the num-
ber of kilonovae with robust angle measurements to increase in
the future. We note that AT 2017gfo could have been brighter
or dimmer than the average of the population our model seeks
to encapsulate. We briefly indicate below how our results might
change if this is indeed the case.

The polar ejecta may not be produced in all mergers, depend-
ing for instance on the post-merger formation of a massive
neutron star before its collapse into a black hole (see, e.g.,
Metzger 2019). As such, we also consider below the possibil-
ity that a fraction of the kilonova population lacks the blue
component, which would a↵ect kilonova brightnesses in the
bluer bands (see a preliminary luminosity function in Ascenzi
et al. 2019 and related discussions in Gompertz et al. 2018 and
Kasliwal et al. 2020).

4. Resulting kilonova population

4.1. Apparent magnitude

From the known distance and viewing angle distributions and
our adopted parametrization for the magnitude (Eq. (4)), we
can readily obtain the distribution of apparent AB magnitudes
for kilonovae associated with GW detections. It is shown in
Fig. 2a for the g, r, i, and z bands for the O4 observing run.
If AT 2017gfo was in fact brighter than the average population,
all the curves will have to be shifted by the corresponding di↵er-
ence, �mag = hmi � m170817. Changing the GW horizon implies
an interplay between the maximum detection distance for the
kilonova and the GW and thus does not result in a simple shift-
ing of the magnitude distribution. However, we found that, to
a good approximation, changing from O4 to O5, the magnitude
distribution is shifted by about 5 Log(DH,O5/DH,O4) = 1.6 mag.
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Vera Rubin-LSST: field of  view and limit magnitude are especially well adapted
(even beyond O5 for 3rd generation GW detectors like the Einstein Telescope)

Major issue: observation cadence in standard survey mode.
Different mode for GW alerts?
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GW-detected BNS (O4): viewing angle vs distance for a given limit magnitude

rlim = 19

GW trigger without a detectable KN
GW trigger+detectable KN
orphan KN = detectable KN w/o a GW trigger

=on-axis bright SGRB

No orphan KN
KN+GW= rare
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GW-detected BNS (O4): viewing angle vs distance for a given limit magnitude

rlim = 20
No orphan KN
KN+GW= remain rare
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GW trigger+detectable KN
orphan KN = detectable KN w/o a GW trigger

=on-axis bright SGRB

GW/KILONOVA/SGRB: DISTANCE-VIEWING ANGLE PLANE



GW-detected BNS (O4): viewing angle vs distance for a given limit magnitude

rlim = 21
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ZTF: 23 months, rlim=20.5: no orphan KN (Andreoni et al. 20)
Model (assuming ~50% sky coverage): 0.4-2.6 orphan KNae

GW trigger without a detectable KN
GW trigger+detectable KN
orphan KN = detectable KN w/o a GW trigger

=on-axis bright SGRB

Orphan KN
Most GW-triggers have
a detectable KN

GW/KILONOVA/SGRB: DISTANCE-VIEWING ANGLE PLANE



GW-detected BNS (O4): viewing angle vs distance for a given limit magnitude

rlim = 22
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Orphan KN (search strategy for LSST?)

GW trigger without a detectable KN
GW trigger+detectable KN
orphan KN = detectable KN w/o a GW trigger

=on-axis bright SGRB

Orphan KN: high rate
Most GW-triggers have
a detectable KN

GW/KILONOVA/SGRB: DISTANCE-VIEWING ANGLE PLANE



GW-detected BNS (O4): viewing angle vs distance for a given limit magnitude

rlim = 22
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=on-axis bright SGRB

O4: GW+bright SGRB
are very rare! (1 very 5-20 years in whole sky) – O5? ET?

GW/KILONOVA/SGRB: DISTANCE-VIEWING ANGLE PLANE



GW-detected BNS (O4): viewing angle vs distance for a given limit magnitude

rlim = 22
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=on-axis bright SGRB

More optimistic: SGRB+KN w/o a GW trigger
(rlim=21: ~ 2 per year)

But: KN search difficult (bright AG)
Several candidates (e.g. GRB130603B, Tanvir et al. 13; GRB050709, Lin et al. 16)

GW/KILONOVA/SGRB: DISTANCE-VIEWING ANGLE PLANE



Peak flux for afterglows following a GW trigger

Still: a fraction of  AG are brighter than m(r)~24 (LSST) for O4 and beyond. 
To investigate: predictions for orphan afterglows (on going study by JG Ducoin)
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Radio (3 GHz)

r filter

~26.7 ~24.2 ~21.7

Detecting the AG in radio
or optical is difficult without
an accurate localization.

AFTERGLOW: PEAK FLUX



Peak time: can be large!
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Observation strategy ?
(LSST: cadence may be less an issue than for the KN)

Uncertainty related to late jet dynamics

AFTERGLOW: PEAK TIME



GW-detected BNS (O4) + KN + 3xVLA sensitivity @ 3 GHz = 45 μJy

Standard prescription

rlim detectable AG
19 53% (0.3 per year)
20 36% (0.7 per year)
21 23% (1.1 per year)

Brighter afterglows
(more energetic jets/denser environments)

rlim detectable AG
19 97% (0.5 per year)
20 81% (1.5 per year)
21 59% (2.9 per year)
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BNS MERGERS: GW+EM
§ GW/bright SGRB: current limitation = GW horizon (wait for O5? ET?)

§ Other counterparts: best case = kilonova (less anisotropic)

Searching the KN remains very difficult
(a weak transient on a week timescale in a large error box)

Some expected improvments: 
- more interferometers in the GW network: better localization
- LSTT (large fov + deep limit mag. – cadence?)

Needs dedicated follow-up instruments (an example: GRANDMA)

§ Afterglow: very difficult without an accurate localization with the KN

§ Rare MM-detections can be complemented by other (EM-only) channels:
SGRB+AG      ;      SGRB+AG+KN      ;      orphan KN?      ;      orphan AG?



THE SVOM MISSION

GAMMA-RAY BURSTS IN THE MULTI-MESSENGER ERA



THE SVOM MISSION
§ “Space-based multi-band astronomical Variable Objects Monitor”
§ China (P.I. J. Wei) + France (P.I. B. Cordier)

France: 12 labs + partners in Mexico, UK, Germany

§ Launch: mid-2023 ; for 3+2 years(+extension)
§ A spacecraft with 4 instruments (ECLAIRs, GRM, MXT, VT) 

and rapid slewing capabilities
§ A VHF alert network for near-real time alerts
§ A ground segment for a rapid follow-up (GWAC, C-GFT, F-GFT=Colibri)

§ A nearly anti-solar pointing for optimizing the follow-up of GRBs

§ Core Program: GRB science
(25% of time, GRB observation have the highest priority)

§ Other programs: MM follow-up (GW, neutrinos) – General program



SVOM



GRB TRIGGER/PROMPT EMISSION

ECLAIRS
(4 -150 keV)
~ 2 sr
Loc. < 12’

42-80 GRBs/yr

Detection probability by ECLAIRs
(simulations by S. Antier)
(Wei, Cordier et al. « Scientific prospects of
the SVOM mission », arXiv:1610.06892)

ECLAIRs is sensitive to all classes of GRBs

Classical long GRBs
Soft GRBs (XRR, XRF)
Short GRBs
(but with a moderate efficiency)

Simulation in ECLAIRs



GRB TRIGGER/PROMPT EMISSION

GRM has a larger field of view than ECLAIRs
ECLAIRs sensitivity to short GRBs can be improved by combining ECLAIRs+GRM

Figure 9: Field of view of GRM in (Y, Z) ECL coordinates. ECL field of view is plotted in blue (with a cyan shaded
area for the fully coded region). Lines of constant offaxis angles 10, 20, 30, ..., 90� are plotted in red, yellow and
green for the three GRDs. They are ellipses, except for 90� where it is a straight line. The limit of the field of view
of each GRD corresponds to the line for 60

� and is plotted in thick solid line.

Figure 10: Field of view of GRM in (✓,�) coordinates. The limits of the field of view of each GRD is plotted in
solid black line. WIthin the field of view of GRM, the color codes the value of the cosine of offaxis angle for each
GRD. The location of the main axis of each GRD is indicated. The field of view of ECL is plotted in the center in
solid black line.
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GRM field of view:

GRM
(30 keV-5 MeV)         ~ 5.6 sr         Loc.: 5-10°

(3 GRDs)
~90 GRBs/yr

ECLAIRs
f.o.v



GWAC
2x5000 deg2 – 500-800 nm
mlim ~ 16-17 (10 s exposure)

PROMPT EMISSION

ECLAIRS+GRM
(4 keV-5 MeV) 

Multi-component spectrum of the Fermi burst
GRB 100724B simulated in ECLAIRs+GRM.
(Bernardini et al. 2017)

ECLAIRs+GRM can measure the prompt spectrum over 
3 decades in energy
GWAC will add a constraint on the associated prompt 
optical emission in a good fraction of cases.

prompt 
visible emission
in ~16% of cases



AFTERGLOW

The X-ray afterglow of the Swift burst GRB
091020 simulated in MXT.
(Wei, Cordier et al. « Scientific prospects of the
SVOM mission », arXiv:1610.06892)

MXT can detect and localize the X-ray afterglow in >90% of GRBs after a slew. 

MXT
64 x 64 arcmin2

0.2-10 keV
Loc.: <13’’



GWAC
2x4000 deg2

mlim ~ 16-17

AFTERGLOW & DISTANCE

VT, C-GFT and F-GFT will detect,
localize and characterize the V-NIR
afterglows (lightcurve+photo-z).
Early observation by large
telescopes are favored by SVOM’s
pointing strategy.
Redshift measurement is expected in 
~2/3 of cases

VT
(400-1000 nm)

Loc.: <1’’

C-GFT
1.2 m
400-950 nm

F-GFT (COLIBRI)
1.3 m
400-1700 nm
multi-band (Very) Large telescopes

MXT
(0.2-10 keV)
Loc.: <13’’



AFTERGLOW & DISTANCE

VT
(400-1000 nm)

Loc.: <1’’

MXT
(0.2-10 keV)
Loc.: <13’’

VT + ground segment will detect, localize and characterize the V-
NIR afterglows (lightcurve+photo-z) 
Early observation by large telescopes are favored by pointing strategy 
Redshift measurement is expected in ~2/3 of cases

The GRB follow-up

VT:

• 400-1000 nm

• Loc. <1”

+ 
GWAC: 
• 2x5000 deg2

• 500-800 nm

F-GFT:

• 1.3 m

• 400-1700 nm

C-GFT:

• 1.2 m

• 400-950 nm

GWAC
--------------------

GFTs

VT

Optical Lighcurves of long GRBs            

(Wang et al., 2013)(Wang et al. 2013)
GWAC
2x4000 deg2

mlim ~ 16-17

C-GFT
1.2 m
400-950 nm

F-GFT (COLIBRI)
1.3 m
400-1700 nm
multi-band (Very) Large telescopes



The GRB “core" program
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Panchromatic observations of GRBs with SVOMPanchromatic observations of GRBs with SVOM

● A broad-band and complete view of the GRB phenomenon

− From the NIR domain to MeV energies

− From the prompt phase (and possible precursors) to the late afterglow phase

● GRB prompt high-energy emission 

detection and characterization with 

the ECLAIRs and GRM instruments

● ECLAIRs 

− Coded mask + 80 x 80 CdTe detectors

− 4-150 keV, ~2 sr FoV

− GRB detection & localization

− Positions <1 min to ground

(fast loc. ~10 arcmin, 90%)

● Gamma-Ray Monitor (GRM)

− 3 units with NaI(Tl) detectors

− 15 keV - 5 MeV, ~2 sr FoV

− Non-imaging spectro-photometer

− Epeak measurement up to 500 keV

Trigger and locate GRBs, alerts 
and localization distributed in 
real-time

Optimal pointing strategy for 
ground-based follow-up

➡ Synergy with other space 

and ground based facilities 
➡Larger fraction of GRBs with 

redshift 

Synergy bw 7 instruments in 
space and on ground for a multi-
wavelength follow-up

➡ Complete coverage of the 

GRB emission over 7 decades 
in energy from the trigger up 
to the late afterglow phase

A unique sample of 30-40 GRB/yr with
- prompt emission over 3 decades 
(+ optical flux/limit: 16%)

- X/V/NIR afterglow
- redshift

Science:
GRB physics + GRB as a tool for cosmology

SVOM is sensitive to all classes of GRBs
= adapted to MM-searches

SVOM will benefit of a good synergy with other instruments
(LVK-O5, KM3NET/IceCube-2, Fermi/CTA + many other: SKA-precursors, JWST, …)

A GRB SAMPLE WITH A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

Swift Fermi SVOM
Prompt Poor Excellent

8 keV -100 
GeV

Very Good
4 keV - 5 MeV

Afterglow Excellent > 100 MeV 
for LAT GRBs

Excellent

Redshift ~1/3 Low fraction ~2/3



SVOM IN THE MULTI-MESSENGER ERA

SVOM instruments with small f.o.v. in space
MXT
0.2-10 keV, 642 arcmin2

Loc: <13 arcsec

VT
400-1000 nm
262 arcmin2

Loc: < 1 arcsec

§ Search for X-ray/V counterparts to MM events
(e.g. GW: large error boxes – KN/AG expectations
depend on the viewing angle,
HE neutrino: ~deg2)

§ Requires a slew of the satellite
§ Large error boxes: requires a tiling strategy

MXT vs XRT: very competitive to rapidly cover large error boxes with only
a slightly reduced sensitivity thanks to its large field of view (1 deg2).

Swift/XRT f.o.v

SVOM/MXT f.o.v



SVOM IN THE MULTI-MESSENGER ERA

SVOM instruments with small f.o.v. on ground

C-GFT
(1.2 m, Changchun) 400-950 nm, 212 arcmin2

F-GFT « COLIBRI »
(1.3 m, San Pedro Martir) 400-1700 nm, 262 arcmin2

multiband photometry

§ Search: galaxy targeting with error box
§ Characterize V-NIR counterparts to MM events: photometric follow-up

(e.g. a kilonova associated to a BNS)
§ Needs an identified counterpart with an accurate localization (<30 arcmin)



SVOM

SVOM will be launched in 2023: be ready!

A unique sample of  GRBs with a complete description:
prompt (γ-rays: 3 decades; optical) + afterglow (X, V, NIR) + redshift.
Exploration of  the diversity of  the GRB population.
Excellent synergy with other instruments (including Fermi+CTA, GW/ν detectors).
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THANKS

SVOM will be launched in 2023: be ready!


